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Background:  Various rules have been proposed to predict the infarct related artery in STEMI. However, the accuracy of these rules compared to 
the angiographic culprit vessel has only been modestly tested.
Methods:  The cohort contained patients from the last 10 years who presented to our institution with diagnostic anterior or inferior STEMI and 
underwent immediate invasive coronary angiography. Patients without a single, clear culprit artery, or missing ECG or angiography data, or prior CABG 
were excluded. Manual identification of the QRS onset and J point in each supraventricular beat of a 10 second standard 12-lead ECG allowed 
computation of average ST segment deviation. The culprit vessel from the invasive angiogram was recorded. One rule distinguished proximal from 
post-proximal LAD culprits in anterior MI. Three rules distinguished between RCA and LCx culprits in inferior MI.
Results:  Our cohort included 444 patients, 238 (54%) anterior and 206 (46%) inferior STEMI (>2 contiguous leads with >1mm elevation). Culprit 
vessel and diagnostic accuracy of ECG rules are shown in the table.
Conclusions:  A rule distinguishing proximal from post-proximal LAD culprits in patients presenting with anterior STEMI had modest accuracy in 
our cohort. All rules for predicting an RCA culprit in inferior STEMI had a high positive predictive value with varying negative predictive values. ECG-
guided prediction of the infarct related artery in STEMI still requires anatomic confirmation. 
N (%)
Positive predictive value 
(PPV)
Negative predictive value 
(NPV)
Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
Anterior STEMI (N=238)
Left main 2 (1%)
Ramus or Diagonal 4 (2%)
RCA 12 (5%)
LCx 17 (7%)
Proximal LAD 114 (48%)
Post-proximal LAD 89 (37%)
Post-proximal LAD culprit in anterior MI
<1mm STD or STE in II/III/aVF 73% 57% 69% 62%
Inferior STEMI (N=206)
LAD 3 (1%)
LCx 33 (16%)
RCA 170 (83%)
RCA culprit in inferior MI
STE III>II and STD<1mm in I/aVL 90% 43% 84% 58%
STE III>II 90% 68% 95% 47%
STD aVL>I 90% 71% 96% 47%
